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Introduction: The opening paragraph
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uses an effective hook to catch the
reader's attention and introduce the
"gripe."

Body: Contains ample examples
(remember that we Just learned the
meaning of "anecdotes") to clarify
what it Is that annoys the writer.
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Imagery; The writer relies~upon vivid
sense Imagery (some combination of
the five senses) to bring the
sltuation(s) to life and give the reader
a feel for his/her emotional state at
the time that the incident occurs.
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Conclusion: The writer answers the
question, "So what?" and the final
paragraph tells the reader the impact
this annoyance has on the writer. It
is quite possible the author "serves
up" a solution to the problem or
suggests a consequence for offenders.

"Unity: The paper has a definite flow
from one idea to the next. The writer
has used transitional phrases to show
time/ position/ cause & effect. In
addition It presents a limited focus,
and does not try to cover too many
situations.

Usage: The essay should incorporate
*n«- o-f ftjFt<cf) of the
following:

> Semicolons

> Dashes
> Hyphens i <./</«,,/?

Mechanics: The writer us«s proper
grammar, capitalization, spelling, and
punctuation throughout the paper.
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Sentence Structure: Sentences not
only begin In a variety of ways, but
also they demonstrate varying
lengths (some very short, some
medium, sonte long).
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Introduction: The opening paragraph
uses an effective hook to catch the
reader's attention and Introduce the
'gripe."

Body: Contains ample examples
(remember that we just learned the
meaning of "anecdotes") to clarify
what it is that annoys the writer.
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Imagery: The writer relies upon vivid
sense imagery (some combination of
the five senses) to bring the
situations) to life and give the reader
a feel for his/her emotional state at
the time that the incident occurs.

Conclusion: The writer answers the
question, "So what?" and the final
paragraph tells the reader the impact
this annoyance has on the writer. It
is quite possible the author "serves
up" a solution to the problem or
suggests a consequence for offenders,

Unity: The paper has a definite flow
from one idea to the next. The writer
has used transitional phrases to show
time/ position/ cause & effect. In
addition It presents a limited focus,
and does not try to cover too many
situations,

Usage: The essay should Incorporate
c-n<. o-P <_on_k Of the
following:

> Semicolons
> Coioh-5
> Dashes
> Hyphens

Mechanics: The writer uses proper
grammar, capitalization, spelling, and
punctuation throughout the paper.

Sentence Structure: Sentences not
only begin In a variety of ways, but
also they demonstrate varying
lengths (some very short, some
medium, some long).
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Plan of Action
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